Based on their small size and genomic properties, ultrasmall prokaryotic groups like the Candidate Phyla Radiation have been proposed as possible symbionts dependent on other bacteria or archaea. In this study, we use a bipartite graph analysis to examine patterns of sequence similarity between draft and complete genomes from ultrasmall bacteria and other complete prokaryotic genomes, assessing whether the former group might engage in significant gene transfer (or even endosymbioses) with other community members. Our results provide preliminary evidence for many lateral gene transfers with other prokaryotes, including members of the archaea, and report the presence of divergent, membrane-associated proteins among these ultrasmall taxa. In particular, these divergent genes were found in TM6 relatives of the intracellular parasite Babela massiliensis. ; Tel. 1330144272164. † These authors contributed equally to this work.
Introduction
Recent metagenomic analyses are revealing a wealth of new, unusual microbes that challenge current knowledge about prokaryotic diversity and microbial symbiosis. Among these groups is a cosmopolitan clade termed the Candidate Phyla Radiation (CPR; Brown et al., 2015; Luef et al., 2015; Hug et al., 2016) , mostly ultrasmall cells nearing the lower theoretical size limit for viability predicted by physical models (Velimirov, 2001) . This clade comprises 15% of the described bacterial phyla and shares cell envelope characteristics with both Gram-positive bacteria and archaea Luef et al., 2015) . Based on these unusual membranes, small cellular size/ genomes, and lack of certain biosynthetic pathways, it has been suggested that these bacteria are obligate fermenters dependent on other microbial community members . This makes them prime candidates for an endosymbiotic lifestyle.
However, larger novel microbes like the hydrothermal vent organism Lokiarchaeum have also been recently described. This surprising archaeal group harbors membraneremodeling systems compatible with rudimentary phagocytic capability, and displays a composite proteome possibly acquired by LGT (Spang et al., 2015) . Thus, the lineage to which Lokiarchaeum belongs has been proposed as a prime candidate host for prokaryotic endosymbionts, with a possible contribution to eukaryogenesis (Koonin, 2015; Spang et al., 2015 ; but see Nasir et al., 2015) . In principle, the discovery of these novel, candidate hosts and symbionts in the environment adds to debated theoretical suggestions that (i) massive gene transfers between archaea and bacteria (Nelson-Sathi et al., 2015) and (ii) prokaryote-in-prokaryote endosymbiosis (Lake, 2009; Swithers et al., 2011) might have facilitated major evolutionary transitions like the origin of eukaryotes and the emergence of Gram-negative bacteria. However, prokaryote-in-prokaryote symbioses remain extremely rare, with only one described example in the mealybug (Husnik et al., 2013) .
New environmental datasets provide a first opportunity to examine the genomic relationships among the CPR, Lokiarchaeota, and other prokaryotic groups. Given the particular characteristics described above, we tested whether members of the CPR might have been endosymbiotic or partners in gene exchange with other bacteria or archaea. More precisely, we looked for signs of endosymbiotic gene transfer-a process by which a symbiont transfers genetic material to the host (Timmis et al., 2004 : Martin et al., 2015 -and LGT involving organisms from the ultrasmall size fraction published by Brown et al. (2015) . To this end, we performed a large-scale BLAST comparison of protein sequences from both draft and complete genomes of CPR (and TM6, a related phylum) dataset against all complete bacterial and archaeal genomes on NCBI (February 1, 2016) . Subsequently, we used a bipartite graph analysis (BGA) to examine the resulting patterns of gene sharing across these genomes. This approach to environmental sequence data allowed us to identify specific processes of transfer or diversity, like those involving membrane-related proteins.
Results/discussion
We began by BLASTing a large dataset of predicted proteins from a set of binned and curated CPR/TM6 genomes (n 5 637,155) against proteins from all complete bacterial and archaeal genomes on NCBI (4,600 genomes, n 5 15,373,158 proteins). We dereplicated the CPR/TM6 sequences and partitioned them into four categoriesthose that showed an above-threshold BLAST hit with only archaeal genomes (n 5 2,236), only bacterial genomes (BAC, n 5 124,022), both (PROK, n 5 81,634), or neither (CPR/TM6, n 5 158,245). We first performed a BGA on the BAC subset, delineating groups of CPR/TM6 sequences with shared, exclusive similarity to a given set of prokaryotic genomes. These groupings of proteins exclusively associated with a given set of genomes are known as "twins," the detection of which is an efficient way to represent complex patterns of gene sharing among organisms (Corel et al., 2016) . For example, a "twin" associating a group of sequences to one or more complete CPR genomes indicates that these sequences are likely from a CPR organism. However, twins connecting a set of CPR/TM6 sequences with one or more bacteria or archaea distantly related to CPR/TM6 suggests a case of gene transfer, endosymbiotic or otherwise, between CPR/ TM6 organisms and other distantly related prokaryotes (Fig. 1) .
The BGA resulted in 82,953 "twins" that were sorted by decreasing number of CPR/TM6 proteins they contained. The twins containing the largest number of CPR/TM6 sequences (between 268 and 3,540) involved the complete CPR genomes from the Brown et al. (2015) dataset, as well as 5 strains of Peribacter riflensis, another phylum in CPR . This result is expected, and offers a good proof of concept for our methodology: given that most proteins in the Brown et al. (2015) dataset are already classified as CPR, the BGA approach should associate those proteins with complete CPR genomes. The next strongest signal (i.e., CPR/TM6 proteins exclusively associated with a particular prokaryotic genome) revealed 456 proteins showing distant (39% mean sequence identity, Fig. 2 ) but exclusive similarity to Babela massiliensis, a gram-negative, intracellular amoeboid parasite in the candidate phylum TM6 (Pagnier et al., 2015) . These 456 genes were contained by 16 different bins (Supporting Information Table S1 ), all but one of which were taxonomically annotated as TM6.
Patterns of gene similarity in the TM6
Our results indicate that as many as 16 ultrasmall organisms in the Brown et al. dataset have genes with exclusive similarity to those in Babela massiliensis. This is interesting for two reasons: First, these relationships may help to begin constructing more detailed phylogeny among the TM6, which to date remains mostly unstudied. Specifically, that a set of genes among novel TM6 representatives resembles Babela (or one of its relatives) adds to existing Fig. 1 . The process of defining 'twins' in a BGA delineates groups of sequences with shared, exclusive similarity to a given set of genomes. For example, sequences 1 and 2 belong to a twin because they exclusively associate with the same set of genomes (Archaeon 1 and Bacterium 1). Note that genomes can be included in two or more different twins-Twin 2 also contains Bacterium 1 but involves a different set of proteins (3 and 4). In this case, sequences 2 and 3 show similarity to different genes within Bacterium 1 (i.e., they are not homologous). Twin 3 is an example of a twin where one or several CPR/TM6 sequences associate with many different genomes. Twin 4, in which multiple CPR/TM6 sequences associate exclusively with one genome, is an example of an interesting case that can allow attribution of CPR/TM6 sequences to a particular species (when the contained genome is a CPR/TM6 bacterium) or can hint at patterns of gene transfer or novel diversity (when contained genome is not a CPR/TM6 bacterium). Each edge between sequences and genomes has a corresponding weight, or percent identity (see Twin 1 for example), which were calculated from the BLAST results. knowledge of gene ancestry in this group. However, because only several complete TM6 genomes were included in our analysis, this relationship remains relative and may change as additional genomes in this phylum are discovered, described, and analyzed. Second, our results could help to shed light on the genomic consequences of ultrasmall size in the TM6. These organisms, based on the size fraction from which they were collected, would be 6-10 times smaller than their relative Babela (Pagnier et al., 2015) . Despite this, our twin analysis clearly confirms that small and ultrasmall TM6 have many related genes, some of which appear divergent.
Interestingly, Babela exhibits many of the genomic characteristics typical of intracellular symbionts, including reduction of genome size through loss of biosynthetic pathways (Pagnier et al., 2015) . In addition, Babela contains many genes related to transport, including ATP/ADP translocases, porins, an ABC-family permease, and other transporters (Pagnier et al., 2015) . These membraneassociated proteins could be important in the integration of metabolisms at the host-endosymbiont interface-in eukaryotes, specialized transporters currently play a role in moving small molecules across the inner envelope membrane of chloroplasts, connecting cytosolic and organellar pathways (Weber and Fisher, 2007) . Interestingly, we recovered highly divergent versions of some of these same genes, among others, in the BGA twin associated with Babela-in particular, 17 amino acid transporters, 20 ATP/ADP and preprotein translocases, 18 multidrug pump/ transporters, and several other related genes in the CPR/ TM6 (Table 1 ). These membrane-related genes were related to that of Babela but with a low identity (37% mean % ID, Fig. 2 ), and were contained in 14 bins also belonging to uncharacterized TM6 organisms. At any rate, further work should address the possibility that the highly divergent transport proteins recovered among the environmental TM6 play a role in adapting to a lifestyle in the ultrasmall size fraction. This lifestyle may not necessarily be parasitic, although recent work has indicated that this mode is likely both common and ancestral among the TM6 clade (Gong et al., 2014; Yeoh et al., 2015) .
Lateral gene transfer between CPR/TM6 and other prokaryotes
We repeated the BGA for the ARC data partition, again sorting the resulting twins by decreasing number of CPR/ TM6 proteins they contained. This yielded three top twins, each of which linked sequences to a single archaeal genome-Woesearchaeota AR20 and Diapherotrites AR10, two ultrasmall size-fraction archaea from the superphylum DPANN (Rinke et al., 2013; Castelle et al., 2015) , and Lokiarchaeum (Spang et al., 2015) -with which there were 230, 131, and 53 exclusively associated proteins, respectively. We subsequently created a heatmap showing the distribution of sequence similarity between CPR/TM6 sequences in the ARC subset and genes within the complete archaeal genomes from NCBI (Fig. 3 ). This revealed further regions of interest.
First, we did not observe a pattern of high similarity (>70% ID) between CPR/TM6 proteins in the ARC subset and any archaeal genes, indicating that recent interdomain gene transfer is an unlikely explanation for the presence of numerous CPR/TM6 homologs in Archaea. However, the heatmap did reveal a "core group" of 62 CPR genes that showed distant homology (mean 39% ID) to a large distribution of the complete archaeal genomes (Region A in Fig. 3 ). Region C and D generally corresponded to the two twins identified as top results in the BGA, involving the novel archaeal genomes Diapherotrites AR10 and Woesearchaeota AR20 (39-40% ID). Interestingly, these genomes were assembled from the same sample site and size fraction as the CPR dataset as part of a larger study identifying new members of the DPANN Castelle et al., 2015) . Additionally, the two groups of CPR/TM6 sequences associated with these genomes showed similar functional profiles, containing many divergent, membrane-related proteins (Table 2) .
To determine whether these archaea-exclusive signals stemmed from inaccurate binning (and may therefore reflect that some contigs belong to archaea rather than CPR/TM6 organisms) or from interdomain gene transfer, we retrieved the number and taxonomy of genomic bins containing the genes in each twin. For the twin corresponding to Woesearchaeota AR20, 230 sequences were contained in 156 bins; for that corresponding to Diapherotrites AR10, 131 sequences were contained in 112 bins; for that corresponding to Lokiarchaeota, 53 sequences were contained in 52 bins; for that corresponding to the "core group" (Region A, Fig. 3) , 62 sequences were contained in 52 bins; 90% or more of the genes in these twins were identified as belonging to the CPR phyla Microgenomates or Parcubacteria; a small number were of Berkelbacteria, Peregrinibacteria, or other origin (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Most were unannotated at the class level. We also examined the sequences at a contig level, retrieving the most frequent BLAST-assigned taxonomic annotations on each of the contigs containing twins with exclusive similarity to archaeal genes. These results showed that very few of these genes (<5% of each twin) were from contigs that met the majority rule for ARC placement. 72% or more of these contigs (containing genes exclusively similar to archaea) met the majority rule for bacterial (BAC) or CPR (no BLAST match to other bacteria, CPR, or archaea) origin (Supporting Information  Table S1 ). Thus, while semiautomatic taxonomic assignments are limited, and contamination by low abundance, Fig. 3 . A heatmap showing patterns of similarity between the CPR/TM6 proteins contained in the ARC subset and the archaeal genomes retrieved from NCBI. The percent identities shown were calculated from the BLAST hits between CPR/TM6 proteins and their corresponding proteins in the NCBI archaeal genomes. Taxonomic information for these genomes and genomic context/COG info for the CPR/TM6 proteins are shown in the heatmap sidebars (see Procedures and Supporting Information Methods). highly fragmented genomes is possible, wide-spread sequence misbinning in the CPR dataset seems unlikely. Furthermore, contigs containing genes with exclusive similarity to archaeal ones appeared to be of generally high quality-only several had a coverage below 5, with most higher (median coverage between 9 and 11, depending on the twin). Finally, only three genes in the examined twins were labeled as "Possibly archaeal contamination" in the original study. Overall, our contig majority analyses revealed that sequence binning was likely accurate. Thus, we observed multiple twins exclusively associating CPR sequences to genes in a variety of archaea, including those from both major taxonomic groups as well as novel, ultrasmall DPANN. In other words, numerous ultrasmall bacteria presented genes exclusively similar to those of archaeal groups in their genomes. Ultimately, the results of the BGA, when combined with the binning and contig analyses, suggest that this similarity between CPR and known prokaryotic genomes may be the result of multiple interdomain LGT between these organisms. For one, an ancestor of Woesearchaeota AR20 and an ancestor of Diapherotrites AR10 could have exchanged genes with members of the CPR, helping in part to explain the observed patterns of similarity in Region C and D (Fig. 3) . An RPSBlast of genes in these regions revealed that many coded for proteins relating to the membrane-integral proteins, cytochrome biogenesis, methylase involved in ubiquinone/menaquinone biosynthesis, and glycosyltransferases involved in cell wall biogenesis (Table 2) . Common in certain ultrasmall archaeal genomes these glycosyltransferases are predicted to play a key role in synthesizing structural and signaling saccharides .
Under the hypothesis of LGT between CPR and archaea, the large "core" band of similarity seen across all groups in the ARC heatmap (Region A, Fig. 3) is surprising, as it includes more conserved archaeal genes like those in information storage and processing. Indeed, an RPS Blast analysis indicated that Region A included many genes that coded for ribosomal proteins, DNA polymerase, and tRNA synthethases (green on COG sidebar, also see Supporting Information Table S2 ). Several of these synthethases appeared to show higher homology with thermophilic archaeal classes, whereas some ribosomal genes were restricted to members of the phylum Euryarchaeota. This pattern may indicate ancient gene exchange involving CPR and some broad distributions of relatively large, varied archaea. However, it may also reflect an ancient phylogenetic relationship between CPR and archaea, if CPR are indeed relatively basal in the prokaryotic tree of life as suggested by a recent concatenation of 16 ribosomal proteins (Hug et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, there are several other regions apparent on the heatmap with exclusive abovethreshold homology of CPR/TM6 genes with particular classes of Archaea, for example, Region E (Fig. 3) with varied similarity to members of Thermococci, Region F (Fig. 3) , with 40% similarity to the members of Archaeglobi, or Region G (Fig. 3) , with varied similarity to members of Methanomicrobia. These other patterns of similarity strengthen the suggestion that ancient gene transfer may have occurred among members of the ultrasmall size fraction.
Lastly, we also recovered a large group of CPR/TM6 proteins (n 5 53) that showed distant homology exclusively with Lokiarchaeum, which is already known to have a proteome nearly 30% homologous with bacteria (Region B, Fig. 3; Spang et al., 2015) . As above, these genes were placed in quality bins of diverse bacterial origin, and so interdomain gene transfer with a relative of Lokiarchaeota is a possible explanation for the observed pattern of similarity. However, the functional profile of these CPR/TM6 genes was largely different from that of the genes matching with AR10 and AR20. Genes shared exclusively between CPR/TM6 and Lokiarchaeota were composed mostly of amidotransferases involved in tRNA biosynthesis and a family of enzymes involved in carbohydrate metabolism, but lacking membrane-related genes ( Table 2) . We can only speculate that these different functional patterns may hint at different gene-capture mechanisms among archaea. Lokiarchaeota, if phagotrophic, could prey on a diversity of ultrasmall bacteria, while AR20/AR10 may be involved in symbiotic relationships with CPR. This could then lead to the convergent sharing of membrane-related genes compatible with such a lifestyle.
The observed results for the ARC subset are consistent with literature suggesting that ancient gene transfer from bacteria to archaea can play a major role in evolution of specific lineages (Nelson et al., 1999; Lopez-Garc ıa et al., 2015; Nelson-Sathi et al., 2015) . In the striking case of the Haloarchaea, as many as 157 gene families coding for transporters were imported from Eubacteria (Nelson et al., 1999) . These transfers can facilitate colonization of new niche space, for example, Lopez-Garc ıa et al. (2015) details the convergent acquisition of metabolism, transport, and membrane genes allowing adaptation to mesophilic conditions among three distant archaeal lineages. Ancient transfer of metabolic genes from bacteria to archaea has also been implicated in the origin of several major archaeal groups (Nelson-Sathi et al., 2015) . While polarity of any CPR/TM6-Archaea gene transfers in this dataset would be difficult to determine, transfer events among these domains are generally believed to be skewed towards those in which bacteria act as donors (Lopez-Garc ıa et al., 2015; Nelson-Sathi et al., 2015) . This may be due to adaptive gains made by use of new metabolic strategies and a lower fitness cost to archaea of incorporating foreign genetic material (Lopez-Garc ıa et al., 2015) . Transfer of membrane-related genes could also be achieved endosymbiotically, where the symbiont (by lysis or another process) donates genes to the host. In fact, this scenario has been suggested in the literature-as a possible step in the retention of the mitochondrial progenitor during early eukaryogenesis (Martin et al., 2015) , or as a mechanism to regulate the cell wall of an intracellular bacterium (Husnik et al., 2013) . Although LGT of membrane transporters was observed primarily between ultra-small donors and recipients (CPR, DPANN), we speculate that, in the case of a hypothetical CPR/TM6-large archaeon symbiosis, transfer and subsequent expression of the symbiont's transporters or other membrane-related genes could be critical.
Finally, graph analyses of the BAC and PROK subsets provided several other examples of more recent transfer between the CPR/TM6 and larger prokaryotes. We ran BGA analyses maintaining an 80% cover requirement between CPR/TM6 sequences and their homologs, but for the PROK subset generated gene families with more stringent percent identity (>550, >560, >570, >580, >590% ID, see Supporting Information Methods). These gene families would later be detected as twin members. At 80% similarity, we observed that CPR/TM6 mannose isomerase genes paired with both genomes of methanogenic archaea like Methanosarcina and with complete CPR genomes (Supporting Information Table S3 ). We also observed several sets of CPR/TM6 genes associated with single deltaproteobacterial genomes, for example, a set of recombinases with Hippea maritima and a set of GTP-binding protein TypA/BipA with Desulfomonile tiedjei. Likewise, at 90% ID, a set of transcriptional regulators from the CPR/TM6 showed homology to a wide array of Bacillus genomes (these genes also showed similarity to archaea, just at a lower threshold). These patterns may indicate that CPR/TM6 have also exchanged genes with other bacteria, and expand upon Brown et al. (2015) proposal of a possible ribosomal protein transfer among members of the CPR.
Conclusion
Recent phylogenetic analyses have underscored the importance of studying ultrasmall microbial groups like CPR in expanding our knowledge of the tree of life (Hug et al., 2016) . The patterns of genetic diversity and gene transfer reported in the present study contribute to this body of knowledge and bring forward a reticulate aspect of their evolution. Methods complementary to environmental metagenomics, like single cell genomics, could help to better elucidate relationships among organisms and their gene content (Stepanauskas, 2012) and ultimately shed additional light on patterns of transfer among these organisms. Furthermore, as we report the unusual membranes in a second domain of life , we propose that these characteristics may be the result of a convergent evolutionary pressure. The ultrasmall niche may require underappreciated membrane adaptations, and further work should address the role of these proteins in adapting to or managing this lifestyle. Future analysis of massive environmental datasets from this size fraction, like that of TARA Oceans (Karsenti et al., 2011) , could help to shed more light on gene transfer and phylogeny in these organisms and ultimately further our understanding of any drivers underlying their evolution.
Procedures
We downloaded the full dataset of CPR/TM6 proteins from the online repository (ggkbase.berkeley.edu/CPR-complete-draft/organisms) listed in Brown et al. (2015) . We then removed sequences with mid-protein stop codons, leaving a final dataset of 637,155 proteins. We also downloaded all proteins from all complete archaeal and bacterial genomes on NCBI (4,600 genomes, 15,373,158 sequences, February 1, 2016). This NCBI dataset included the eight complete CPR genomes from the Brown et al. (2015) dataset but not the 800 other draft genomes also reported in that study. Full taxonomy information for the complete genomes was retrieved from the NCBI taxonomy database (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy). We performed a BLAST analysis of all CPR/TM6 proteins against all proteins from the complete genomes on a distributed cluster (version 2.3.01, with the following options: -seg yes, -soft_masking true, and -max_target_seqs 5000). We filtered these results for sequence hits 30% identity, 80% mutual cover, and e-value 1e-5 to retain only full sized homologs of CPR/TM6 proteins in complete prokaryotic genomes. We partitioned the CPR/TM6 proteins into ARC, BAC, PROK, and CPR/TM6 groups as explained above, de-replicating each set using cd-hit (version 4.6, -c 1 -s 1; Li and Godzik, 2006) to yield only unique CPR/TM6 sequences. PROK CPR/TM6 genes were further clustered into gene families (Supporting Information Methods).
We performed a BGA on the BLAST results for each subset, delineating groups of CPR/TM6 proteins with shared, exclusive similarity to a given set of prokaryotic genomes (Corel et al., 2016) . This procedure defines "twins" composed of the CPR/TM6 sequences and the NCBI genomes hosting homologs of these sequences (Fig. 1) . Twins were sorted on the number of included CPR/TM6 proteins and were filtered to retain those with low numbers of included NCBI genomes, as these allowed us to look more easily for candidate gene transfers. Recent gene transfer among the PROK and BAC subsets was detected using a BGA with higher identity thresholds (i.e., to be included in a twin, a link between a CPR/TM6 protein and a gene in an NCBI genome must be of >550, >560, >570, >580, or >590 percent identity). For each CPR/ TM6 protein in the ARC subset, we retrieved the identity of its home contig from the original sequence metadata and used this to retrieve all other sequences, regardless of Velimirov, B. (2001) 
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